
The Astonishing World of Dead Metaphor
Words On Play 19
Picture this: you're engrossed in a conversation with your friends, laughing and
exchanging anecdotes. Suddenly, someone utters a phrase that catches your
attention. It sounds strange, almost out of place, but you can't quite put your
finger on why. Little do you know, you've just stumbled upon a dead metaphor
word - a linguistic relic that once carried a vivid and tangible meaning, but has
now lost its original connection. Join us as we explore the fascinating world of
dead metaphor words, their evolution, and their curious presence in our everyday
conversations.

What are Dead Metaphor Words?

Dead metaphor words are expressions that were once metaphors, emphasizing
the connection between two concepts. Overtime, however, their metaphorical
meaning fades away, leaving behind only the literal definition. These words
become an integral part of our language, often used unconsciously, without the
awareness of their original metaphorical association. Dead metaphor words can
be found in various areas of life, ranging from common idioms to technical
terminology.

The Rise and Fall of Metaphorical Language

In order to grasp the concept of dead metaphor words, we need to understand
the life cycle of metaphoric language. Metaphors are widely used across cultures
to convey complex concepts and abstract ideas. They create a mental image by
linking two seemingly unrelated entities, providing a fresh perspective and deeper
understanding. In their prime, metaphors are powerful tools, enriching language
and enabling us to comprehend the world in innovative ways.
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But as with all things, change is inevitable. Metaphors, over time, become so
ingrained in our speech that we forget about their metaphorical origins. They lose
their novelty and become mundane. This process, known as "conceptual
metaphor dissolution," occurs when the connection between the metaphorical
and literal meaning weakens. The metaphor is then considered dead, and the
figurative language transforms into literal language.

Catching Dead Metaphor Words in Action

Now that we understand what dead metaphors are, let's embark on a journey
through the maze of everyday language to discover some prime examples. One
of the first dead metaphors we encounter is "the foot of the bed." We talk about
things being placed at the foot of the bed, but how often do we pause to ponder
its original metaphorical intention? In earlier times, beds often had peculiar
symbols carved at the foot, playing an integral role in religious beliefs. Now, the
metaphorical connection is lost, and the phrase solely refers to the physical end
of the bed.
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Another intriguing dead metaphor is "hitting the nail on the head." We use this
expression to convey the idea of someone making an accurate statement or
finding the root cause of a problem. It originated from carpentry, where hitting a
nail perfectly was considered the epitome of precision. However, in modern
language, this phrase has lost its connection to carpentry and is now commonly
used in various everyday scenarios.

The Curious Persistence of Dead Metaphors

Despite their metaphorical deaths, these linguistic relics continue to thrive in our
language. Expert linguists argue that dead metaphors persist because they have
become deeply ingrained in our speech patterns, almost functioning as
conventionalized expressions. They become part of our shared cultural heritage,
carrying a nostalgic touch as they evoke echoes of previous ways of life.

Moreover, dead metaphors play a significant role in maintaining language
efficiency. Linguistic shortcuts, known as polysemous words, allow us to convey
meaning more succinctly. Dead metaphor words serve as ready-made phrases
that are quickly deciphered by our brains. We don't need to actively engage in
deciphering the metaphorical connection; instead, we process them as standard,
literal language.

Reviving Dead Metaphors: An Art Form

While some metaphorical connections fade away, others manage to survive,
albeit in a different form. These "zombie metaphors" cling to their original
meanings, continually reminding us of their metaphorical origins. One such
example is the phrase "burning the midnight oil." Originally coined to describe
working late into the night, this metaphor persists, even if the majority of us rarely
use oil lamps for illumination.



Recognizing and reviving dead metaphors has become an art form in itself.
Writers and poets often exploit these linguistic fossils to explore unique realms of
expression. By resurrecting these dormant metaphors, they breathe new life into
language, sparking fresh imagery and evoking emotions that lay dormant in our
unconscious.

In

Dead metaphor words are everywhere around us, woven seamlessly into our
language. They provide a glimpse into the evolution of language and the intricate
workings of our minds. By exploring and understanding these linguistic relics, we
can appreciate the richness of our everyday conversations. So the next time you
find yourself using a seemingly ordinary expression, take a moment to ponder its
metaphorical origins. You might uncover a hidden treasure trove of linguistic
history within your own words.
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American Conservatory Theater’s in-depth dramaturgical series, Words on Plays,
enhances the theatergoing experience by offering A.C.T.’s audience a variety of
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ways to learn about the plays, productions, and people who make theater
happen. Each entertaining and informative issue of Words on Plays contains a
helpful synopsis, interviews with artists involved in bringing A.C.T.’s production to
the stage, and original articles about the historical and cultural context of the play.
Primarily aimed at A.C.T.’s San Francisco audiences, the insightful Words on
Plays series is a wonderful resource for theater lovers, practitioners, and students
anywhere.

The Dead Metaphor edition of Words on Plays includes interviews with playwright
George F. Walker, director Irene Lewis, and scenic designer Erik Flatmo. It also
includes essays examining the careers, personalities, and lives of U.S. snipers
and the current fate of returning veterans reentering the civilian workforce. And
more!
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